**Venue:** UN Compound Office  
**Date/Time:** 05/09/2022 from 10:30 Am, until 12:00 Pm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues discussed</th>
<th>Action required/carried out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 **Opening Remarks:**  
The CCCM Sub National Cluster Coordinator has welcomed all the participants, and thanks the partners for the great efforts in the field, as well as participants were welcomed and each one introduced him/herself; name, work and relevant organization. |  |
| 2 **CCCM National Cluster Briefing:**  
Senior National CCCM Cluster Coordinator Mr, Gabriel Mathieu has welcomed the participants and thanks them for their ranked effort on the field. And at the same time, he gave review about the role of National CCCM Cluster towards all sub—National CCCM Clusters per Hub. In addition, Mr, Walid Al-Hashedy added points in which he briefed that, flood response with participation with many agencies, the HLP Issues etc. |  |
| 3 **Review previous action points:**  
- CCM Partners will monitor the gaps at IDP Hosting Sites through RES.  
- Deem Coordinator will share a report for unplanned sites on coming Thursday.  
- CCCM Partners will advocate that all sectoral gaps at IDP Hosting Sites with any service providers as NGO, INGO, Benefactor etc, In order to cover the dire need at IDP Sites.  
- CCCM SNCC will hold meeting with WASH SNCC in order to get feedback about if there any service providers or agency that has the capacity to provide or supply IDP Sites by water.  
- Deem Coordinator will visit the water foundation regarding water need issue.  
- ABCs will send an email to CCCM SNCC regarding the intervention of UNICEF at IDP Sits by provided latrines without coordinated with CCCM Partners.  
- ABC will monitor and following up the affected IDP Hosting Site Same'a Stadium by flood with Shelter and Protection Partner in Taiz Governorate.  
- CCCM Partners will holding meeting with ABC Ibb in order to discuss the challenges at IPD Sites.  
- CCCM Partners will hold meeting with Zaid RRM Coordinator in IBB area in order to discuss with him the mechanism of coordination at IDP.  
| Done | Done | Done | Done | Done | Ongoing | Done | Done | Ongoing | Done |
Hosting Sites. YWU will conduct assessment for 6 HHs at Ahwal Ramdan Site that threatened at the risk of eviction.

4 Shelter, WASH, health, food, etc..., gaps across IDPs sites.

The CCCM Sub National Cluster Coordinator has started showing key figures at IDP Hosting Sites as usual:

- CCCM Partners will monitor the gaps at IDP Hosting Sites through RES.
- Deem Coordinator will visit the water foundation regarding water need issue.
- ABC will monitor and following up the affected IDP Hosting Site Same’a Stadium by flood with Shelter and Protection Partner in Taiz Governorate.
- CCCM Partners will forward an emails and re-escalate sectoral gaps at IDP Hosting through Area Approach.
### Flood response and gaps / IBB hub.

The CCCM Sub National Cluster Coordinator has started showing key table in which categorized the affected IDP Hosting Sites by flood, flood response by service providers and the IDP Sites that did not get response and still uncovered:

### Challenges faced CCCM partners:
- As usual site eviction, humanitarian access and the big gaps at IDP Hosting Sites.

### Action Points:
- CCCM SNCC will give update about the intervention of education with Education SNCC.
- CCCM Partners will monitor the gaps at IDP Hosting Sites through RES.
- Deem Coordinator will visit the water foundation regarding water need issue.
- ABC will monitor and following up the affected IDP Hosting Site Same’a Stadium by flood with Shelter and Protection Partner in Taiz Governorate.
- CCCM Partners will forward an emails and re-escalate sectoral gaps at IDP Hosting through Area Approach.

The Participants in this meeting were:
1. Gabriel Mathieu / Senior National CCCM Cluster /UNHCR
2. Walid Al-Hashedy- Deputy Senior National CCCM Cluster /UNHCR
3. Mohammed Alkanani- CCCM SNCC/UNHCR.
4. Salah Alwaily / YFCA / IBB ABC.
5. Gubran Al-Mudhalaa – CCCM Team Leader/ IOM.
6. Salma Al-rahami -CCCM Officer /TYF.
7. Jamal Abass /SMC Assistant/TYF.
8. Mahmoud Al-Halmi /Reporting Officer /YWU.
9. Amr Al-awadi-Protection Officer/YWU.
10. Zaid Rasiqallah -RRM Coordinator/DEEM.
11. Asmahan Nagar -FA CCCM/IOM.
12. Abdulhafedh AIghobari-CCCM FA/IOM.
13. Emad Hazza-Meal Officer -RDP.
14. Sarah Abdulqawi / Protection SNCC / UNHCR